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Abstract 
Two amidine substituted spiropyran derivatives have been characterized with respect to the 
DNA-binding properties over a broad pH-interval. The two derivatives differ in the number of 
positive charges. By varying the pH, the protonation state of the derivatives is also changed, 
allowing for additional variations in the charge distribution. We show that the closed spiro 
isomer does not bind for any of the two derivatives, whereas the open merocyanine forms 
bind both in the protonated and in the non-protonated state, but with dramatically different 
binding constants. Flow oriented LD measurements also show that there are differences in the 
binding modes between the various forms. We rationalize these differences in terms of 
structure and charge distribution.       
Introduction 
The use of photochromic molecules (molecular photoswitches) in bio-related contexts has 
been identified as a means to gain spatiotemporal control of drug action.[1-6] Given that only 
one isomeric form of the photoswitch is biologically active, light can be used as a trigger to 
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decide when and where the molecule is to be converted to the relevant isomer, allowing for a 
locally induced effect. When the target biomolecule is DNA the focus has been to control 
small molecule interactions.[7-8] Since most of the DNA-associated intracellular processes 
could be inhibited by a molecule with a high DNA-binding affinity, an externally controlled 
non-invasive stimulus is highly desired, as it could reduce undesired side effects in 
applications such as chemotherapeutics. With this as the inspiration, studies aiming at 
photocontrolled DNA-binding have recently been presented.[9-19] Among these, derivatives 
from several different photochromic families have been used.[9-10, 13-18] Our main focus has 
been on spiropyran photoswitches[9, 14, 20-22] as the pronounced structural changes involved in 
the isomerization process makes them excellent candidates for the abovementioned purpose 
(see structures 1-4 and the isomerization pathways shown in Scheme 1).[9, 14] The colorless 
spiro (SP) form consists of two perpendicularly oriented heterocycles joined at the spiro 
carbon, resulting in a bulky non-planar structure. Typically, structures like these are not 
optimal for strong interactions with DNA. UV-induced isomerization to the colored 
merocyanine (MC) form results in a planar, aromatic, and polycyclic structure – features that 
are well known to facilitate DNA-binding by intercalation.[23] Moreover, positive charges are 
essential in assisting DNA-binding by electrostatic attraction to the negatively charged 
phosphate backbone.[23] The most likely of the spiropyran forms shown in Scheme 1 to bind 
to DNA would therefore be MCH+, formed by protonation of the phenolate oxygen of the MC 
isomer. Indeed, we have shown that for the 6-nitro and the 6-cyano versions 3 and 4 shown in 
Scheme 1, MCH+ is the exclusive DNA-binder, and the preferred binding mode is 
intercalation.[9, 14] It is interesting to note that the single net-positive charge from the 
aminopropyl-derived “tail” attached to the indolenium nitrogen of 3 and 4 is not sufficient to 
make the geometrically well-suited MC structure intercalate between the base-pairs without 
the addition of an extra positive charge to form the MCH+ dication. Hence, the charge 
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distribution is strongly dictating whether or not DNA-binding occurs. In this respect, both the 
substitution pattern of permanently positive charged groups and the pKa-value of the phenolic 
oxygen come into play. In the light of this, we have synthesized and characterized the DNA-
binding properties of two novel spiropyran derivatives with differences in both the 
substitution pattern and the pKa-value. A 4-state model has been used to quantitatively 
account for the difference in binding affinity between the MC and the MCH+ forms, and 
qualitative arguments are used to explain these differences in terms of structure and charge 
distribution.   
Results and Discussion 
The primary objective of this work has been to investigate in detail the DNA-binding 
properties of spiropyran derivatives 1 and 2 shown in Scheme 1. Both compounds have an 
amidine substituent in the 6-position of the benzopyran moiety, whereas 1 has a methyl group 
and 2 has a quaternary aminopropyl group attached to the indoline nitrogen. In addition to 
assuring good water solubility, the main reasons for the choice of substitution patterns are the 
following: I) The amidine substituent was chosen due to its positive charge. It is also common 
to several well-known DNA-binding molecules,[23-25] and we envisioned that the introduction 
of this group would assist in the binding of the non-protonated MC form. In addition, the 
electron withdrawing properties are such that it allows for a sufficient thermal stability of the 
MC forms at the same time as it positions the pKa-value of the para phenolic -OH group in a 
region such that both MC and MCH+ can be studied, while maintaining an intact structure of 
the DNA double helix (pH between ca. 5 and 9, vide infra).[26-27] II) The substituent on the 
indoline nitrogen was varied as to change the (net) charge of the SP and MC isomers between 
+1 (methyl group, 1) and +2 (quaternary aminopropyl group, 2). Interestingly, the choice of 
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indoline substituent is influencing the pKa-value of the relatively remote phenolic oxygen 
(vide infra). 
 
Scheme 1. Interconversion pathways between the relevant forms of the spiropyran 
photoswitch. Framed: Structures of the SP forms of derivatives 1-4 discussed in the text.  
 
The sections below are organized as follows: First, the thermal and photoinduced 
isomerization processes in aqueous solution are described, together with the corresponding 
absorption spectra of the relevant forms. Second, the results from UV/vis absorption titrations 
between pH 5 and pH 9 are presented. Here, it is shown that the SP isomer is not significantly 
attracted to DNA, whereas the UV generated MC and MCH+ forms of both 1 and 2 do bind to 
the double helix, albeit with substantially different binding constants. A 4-state model is used 
to account for the correlation between the pKa-values and the binding constants in the 
corresponding protonation states. Finally, the binding modes of the different forms of 1 and 2 
are investigated by flow-oriented linear dichroism (LD), and the results shows that the 
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variations in structure and charge distribution are reflected also in the preferred mode of 
binding. 
General behavior: The relevant forms of 1 and 2 are shown in Scheme 1 together with the 
corresponding interconversion pathways, and the absorption spectra in aqueous solutions are 
displayed in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. Absorption spectra of the SP (dotted line), MC (solid line), and the MCH+ (dashed 
line) of 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) in aqueous solutions. 
 
The conversion of the closed spirocyclic SP isomer to the open MC isomer is induced by UV 
exposure, whereas the reverse process is triggered by visible light.[28] After isomerization with 
 = 254 nm UV light the photostationary distribution [SP]/[MC] is ca. 30/70 and 15/85 for 1 
and 2, respectively, and the reverse isomerization using broadband visible light ( > 450 nm) 
converts both derivatives into 100 % of the SP form. The yields for the isomerization 
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reactions SP  MC are 0.02 for both 1 and 2, whereas the yields for the reverse reactions MC 
 SP are 0.014 and 0.036, respectively. The uncertainties in the isomerization yields are 
estimated to 50 %. In organic solvents, the [SP]/[MC] ratio is virtually 100/0 at thermal 
equilibrium. In aqueous solution, however, the zwitterionic MC isomer is substantially 
stabilized by the polar milieu. Hydrogen bonding has also been suggested to contribute to the 
MC form stabilization.[29] This results in a shift of the thermal equilibrium position toward the 
MC side. For 1, the equilibrium is established with a time constant of 5 hours at room 
temperature, and the composition is ca. 20/80 [SP]/[MC]. For 2, the corresponding numbers 
are 1 hour and 85/15. Subsequent hydrolytic degradation of MC is observed,[30] but on a much 
longer time scale (ca. 10 times slower compared to the thermal equilibrium establishment).[31-
32] Upon acidification, protonation of the MC phenolate oxygen leads to the formation of 
MCH+ with pKa-values of 5.2 and 4.8 for 1 and 2.[33] While this form is readily converted to 
SP using visible light, the corresponding thermal conversion is not observed. A 
comprehensive characterization of the thermal and photoinduced reactions of similar 
spiropyran derivatives in aqueous solution has recently been reported.[31] 
DNA-binding properties of the SP isomer: To investigate if 1SP and 2SP bind to DNA, 
absorption spectra were recorded before and after addition of large excess of salmon-sperm 
DNA at pH 7. The samples were continuously irradiated by visible light to suppress thermal 
formation of the MC isomers. The results are shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of 1SP (top) and 2SP (bottom) in the absence (solid lines) and 
presence (dotted lines) of salmon-sperm DNA at pH 7 (10 mM NaCl, 10 mM 
Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 buffer). The contribution from DNA to the overall absorption has been 
subtracted for ease of comparison. The concentrations of 1SP and 2SP were ca. 20 M and 
the concentration of DNA was 0.5 mM.  
 
Since 1SP and 2SP absorb in a spectral region shared with DNA, the DNA signal has been 
subtracted for ease of comparison. There are no or very small effects on the absorption spectra 
after DNA addition, even at high concentration (0.5 mM). This clearly shows that there are no 
or only very weak interactions between the SP isomers and DNA, both for 1 and 2. This 
conclusion has been drawn also for similar spiropyran derivatives previously studied in our 
laboratory (3 and 4 in Scheme 1).[9, 14] It is worth noticing that the most pronounced (although 
minute) spectral changes occur for 2SP that comes with two positive charges. Non-specific 
electrostatic interactions are likely to explain these changes, but the effect is still too small to 
allow for any quantitative treatment. 
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DNA-binding properties of the MC and MCH+ forms: DNA titrations were performed 
between pH 5 and pH 9 on samples of 1 and 2 after UV-induced isomerization to the MC and 
the MCH+ forms (their relative concentrations depending on the pH). The results are 
displayed in Figure 3 (for 1MC/1MCH+) and Figure 4 (for 2MC/2MCH+). The overall trends 
are the same for 1 and 2:  
 
Figure 3. Absorption titration spectra of 1MC/1MCH+ at pH 5 to pH 9. The total 
concentration of 1MC+1MCH+ was kept below 15 M while the salmon-sperm DNA 
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concentration was varied from 0 mM to ca. 1mM at each pH. The solutions contained 10 mM 
NaCl and 10 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 buffer. 
 
 
Figure 4. Absorption titration spectra of 2MC/2MCH+ at pH 5 to pH 9. The total 
concentration of 2MC+2MCH+ was kept below 15 M while the salmon-sperm DNA 
concentration was varied from 0 mM to ca. 1mM at each pH. The solutions contained 10 mM 
NaCl and 10 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 buffer. 
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At pH 9, which is around 4 pH units higher that the pKa-value of the phenolic oxygen of 
1MCH+ and 2MCH+ in solution, virtually 100 % of the MC/MCH+ population is in the MC 
form before the addition of DNA. This is confirmed by the absence of spectral features from 
MCH+ in the spectra (max at 403 nm and 414 nm for 1MCH+ and 2MCH+, respectively). The 
only spectral changes that occur upon DNA titration are a gradual red-shift and a decrease in 
the absorption of the non-protonated MC forms at around 500 nm. This clearly signals that 
DNA-binding occurs for 1MC and 2MC. We refer to these species as 1MC@DNA and 
2MC@DNA. Moreover, the DNA-binding is fully reversible by the use of visible light that 
isomerizes the bound MC isomers to the non-binding SP isomers. This is true also for all 
other pH-values described below. 
At pH 7 and pH 8, the concentration of 1MCH+ and 2MCH+ is again virtually zero before 
DNA is added. However, with increasing amount of DNA, the absorption is increasing in the 
wavelength regions where the majority of the absorption is ascribed to the protonated species. 
The red-shift in the absorption of the 1MC and 2MC isomers at around 500 nm is still 
observed, albeit less pronounced compared to pH 9. 
At pH 6, the presence of 1MCH+ is obvious even in the absence of DNA (due to the increase 
in the absorption around 400 nm), whereas the concentration of 2MCH+ is still very low. 
However, at the end of the titration it is seen that the main absorption band is centered at 417 
nm for 1 and 423 nm for 2. These absorption bands are red-shifted by ca. 10 nm compared to 
1MCH+ and 2MCH+. This shows that with an increasing DNA concentration, the solutions 
are gradually enriched in DNA-bound 1MCH+ (1MCH+@DNA) and 2MCH+ 
(2MCH+@DNA) at the expense of mainly 1MC and 2MC (vide infra).   
Finally, at pH 5 there are substantial amounts of 1MCH+ and 2MCH+ present before DNA 
addition, as the pH is close to the pKa-values in solution. The spectral changes parallel those 
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observed at pH 6: A gradual red-shift in the absorption of the MCH+ forms around 400 nm 
and a concomitant decrease in the absorption of the MC forms at longer wavelengths.  
With the titration data between pH 5 and pH 9 at hand, it is obvious that the pKa-value of the 
MCH+ form for 1 and 2 must experience an increase when bound to DNA. This is most 
evident at pH 6, where the MC/MCH+ equilibrium favors MC before addition of DNA (in 
accordance with the pKa-values free in solution of 5.2 and 4.8). As saturation is approached in 
the DNA titration, the equilibrium is shifted to contain mostly MCH+@DNA.  Moreover, the 
observation of isosbestic points in the spectra may at first seem unexpected, as four species 
are present in the solutions for both 1 and 2 (neglecting SP): MC, MCH+, MC@DNA, and 
MCH+@DNA. However, as the ratio [MC]/[MCH+] as well as the ratio 
[MC@DNA]/[MCH+@DNA] are constant at each pH (the ratios for each pH being 
determined by the pKa in solution and the pKa when bound to DNA), there are only two 
“apparent” or “effective” absorption spectra at each pH. These spectra are linear combinations 
of, respectively, the MC+MCH+ spectra and the MC@DNA+MCH+@DNA spectra. As we 
never reached full saturation in the binding titrations, the absorption spectra of the fully bound 
species MC@DNA at pH 9 and MCH+@DNA at pH 5 were extrapolated from the titration 
data by singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis in combination with a 1:1 independent 
binding-site model.  These spectra are displayed in Figure 5 together with the experimentally 
recorded spectra of MC and MCH+.  
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Figure 5. Absorption spectra of MC (red solid lines), MCH+ (blue solid lines) as well as the 
spectra of MC@DNA (red dotted lines) and MCH+@DNA (blue dotted lines) derived from 
extrapolation of the titration data. The spectra of 1 are shown in the top panel, and the spectra 
of 2 are shown in the bottom panel.    
 
The spectra of the DNA-bound forms are red-shifted compared to the spectra in solution, a 
commonly observed feature for DNA-binding species. With the spectra of MC@DNA and 
MCH+@DNA at hand, we could determine the ratio [MC@DNA]/[MCH+@DNA] at 
saturation (extrapolated absorption spectra, vide supra) at every pH by linear combinations. 
The results are shown in Table 1. This information made it possible to determine pKaDNA, i.e., 
the pKa-value of MCH+@DNA.  The values are 6.7 for 1, and 6.6 for 2. Furthermore, 
assuming MC to be the exclusive DNA-binder at pH 9 (a fair approximation given the 
pKaDNA-values of 6.6 and 6.7 for 1 and 2), we fitted the binding isotherms at this pH to a non-
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linear expression to get the binding constants of MC, KMC.[34] The resulting values are 9.9102 
M
-1 and 4.2103 M-1 for 1 and 2, respectively.   
Assuming separate non-cooperative binding for MC and MCH+, the acidity constants Ka and 
the binding constants K are cyclically connected according to the 4-state model shown in 
Scheme 2.  
 
Scheme 2. The 4-state model including the acidity constants (Ka and KaDNA) and the binding 
constants (KMC and KMCH+) of the relevant forms.    
 
From this model, the following relation between the binding constants and the pKa-values can 
be derived.  
௄ಾ಴
௄ಾ಴ಹା ൌ 10
௣௄	ೌ		ି௣௄	ೌ		ವಿಲ 
where KMC and KMCH+ are the binding constants of the MC and MCH+ forms, whereas pKa 
and pKaDNA are the pKa-values of MCH+ in solution and MCH+@DNA. With pKa, pKaDNA, 
and KMC known, KMCH+ is determined from eq. 2. The derived values are 3.4104 M-1 and 
2.8105 M-1 for 1 and 2 (see Table 1), i.e., the protonated forms MCH+ bind, respectively, 35 
and 66 times stronger to DNA compared to the non-protonated MC forms. It is also seen that 
2 binds significantly stronger than 1 in both the MC and the MCH+ form, although the effect 
is less pronounced (increase by a factor of 4 and 8, respectively). This is depicted in Scheme 
3. It is obvious that the addition of an extra positive charge to the phenolate group (due to 
(2) 
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protonation of the phenolate oxygen) has a much more pronounced effect compared to the 
addition of a positively charged aminopropyl tail to the indolenium nitrogen. Another 
observation of the same effect is that the MC form of 1 binds significantly to DNA, whereas 
no binding is observed for the MC form of 3 and 4 (see Scheme 1).  
Table 1. pKa-values and binding constants K for 1 and 2 together with the ratio [MCH+@DNA]/[MC@DNA] 
at different pH. The numbers in parenthesis are the results from the fit using the global McGhee-von Hippel 
model with the nearest neighbor exclusion (n=2, see text below for details). 
 1 2 
pKa 5.2 4.8 
pKaDNA 6.7 (6.8) 6.6 (6.6) 
KMC (M-1) 9.9102 (1.2103) 4.2103 (2.4103) 
KMCH+ (M-1) 3.4104 (4.8104) 2.8105 (1.5105) 
[MCH+@DNA]/[MC@DNA] at pH 6  91/9 ̶̶ a 
[MCH+@DNA]/[MC@DNA] at pH 7 34/66 28/72 
[MCH+@DNA]/[MC@DNA] at pH 8 8/92 4/96 
 
a Data omitted due to negative absorbance values in the extrapolated spectrum at saturation. See text 
for details.  
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Scheme 3. The effects on the binding constant K upon the addition of an extra positive charge 
due to protonation (MC  MCH+, i and ii) and appendage of a quaternary aminopropyl-group 
to the indolenium nitrogen (1  2, iii and iv). It is clearly seen that the effect of protonation is 
much more pronounced.    
 
A likely explanation is that the MC chromophore is a zwitterion, whereas MCH+ is not. 
Hence, in the non-polar milieu experienced upon DNA-binding, the MC form is less 
stabilized due to the polar nature of the zwitterion, and the effect of any appended positively 
charged aminopropyl-group is of minor importance for the binding constant.    
To verify the 4-state model shown in Scheme 2, a theoretical binding isotherm based on the 
McGhee-von Hippel method was globally fitted to all titration data between pH 5 and pH 9 
with the use of SVD.[35-36] For all titration series, the third singular value was clearly 
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insignificant, in good agreement with the observed sharp isosbestic points, and the notion 
about two “effective” species in the absorption spectra at each pH. With this approach we also 
take into account the binding site coverage (n) at the DNA as well as any cooperative factors. 
Hence, this may provide additional insight into the binding features. By fitting the two 
significant SVD-components of the absorption spectra, the overall binding constant as well as 
pKaDNA could be verified with n = 2. The calculated binding constants and pKa-values (see 
values in parenthesis in Table 1) are in good agreement with the same numbers obtained using 
the initial independent binding site model described above. No cooperative effects were 
indicated from the fitting. Hence, we can conclude our model to be valid and that the DNA-
affinity of 1MC, 1MCH+, 2MC, and 2MCH+ are well-established.  
Flow oriented linear dichroism for binding mode determination: In order to get 
information about the binding mode of the different forms of 1 and 2, flow-oriented linear 
dichroism (LD) measurements were undertaken.[37] Here, the DNA molecules are aligned in a 
shear flow so that any species that bind to DNA with a non-random orientation (and not close 
to the magic angle 54.7) will display an LD signal. LD is defined as A - A where A and A 
are the absorbances of light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the orientation axis (here 
the DNA helix-axis), respectively. Hence, chromophores that bind to DNA with the transition 
moments oriented more parallel to the helix axis will display positive LD, whereas a 
perpendicular orientation will result in a negative LD. The results from pH 6 and pH 8 are 
displayed in Figure 6. The samples were exposed to UV light to trigger the isomerization to 
the MC/MCH+ forms before each measurement. 
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Figure 6. LD spectra of 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) at pH 6 (dotted line) and pH 8 (solid line) after 
UV exposure. The concentrations of 1 and 2 were ca. 5 M, and the calf-thymus DNA 
concentration was 200 M. Note that max of the LD-bands at pH 6 and pH 8 agree very well 
with the corresponding values in absorption of MCH+@DNA and MC@DNA, respectively.  
This is also manifested in the reduced LD-spectra (LDr, vide infra). 
        
At pH 6, where the majority of the DNA-binding is ascribed to 1MCH+ and 2MCH+, 
negative LD bands are observed in wavelength regions in good agreement with the absorption 
spectra of 1MCH+@DNA and 2MCH+@DNA. At pH 8, these bands are replaced for 
negative bands at wavelengths corresponding to the absorption spectra of 1MC@DNA and 
2MC@DNA Hence, the LD results clearly complement the changes in the absorption spectra 
upon DNA addition described above (see Figures 3-5).  
A negative LD band is a typical signal for intercalative binding, i.e., the DNA-binding 
molecule is inserted in a sandwich-like fashion between the DNA base pairs. Hence, the 
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transition dipole moments of the DNA-intercalator and the DNA-bases are oriented in parallel 
with an angle of ca. 90 to the helix axis. The actual binding angle can be determined 
experimentally from the reduced LD (LDr), which is the LD spectrum divided by the isotropic 
absorption spectrum (Aiso) and is related to the binding angle  according to 
ܮܦ௥ ൌ ܮܦܣ௜௦௢ ൌ
3
2 ܵሺ3ܿ݋ݏ
ଶߙ െ 1ሻ 
Here, S is the orientation factor describing the degree of sample orientation. As the DNA-
bases have an angle of 90 to the helix axis, the orientation factor is easily determined from 
the LDr of the DNA bases, which allows for determination of also the binding angle  of the 
bound species.[38]  
 
Figure 7. Isotropic absorbance (top) and LDr (bottom) of 1 (red) and 2 (black) recorded at pH 
6 (solid lines) and pH 8 (dotted lines). Note that at pH 6, MCH+ is the major DNA-binder 
whereas the binding at pH 8 is ascribed to mainly MC.   
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The LDr bands shown in Figure 7 are fairly constant over the absorption bands which 
indicates a single binding mode for each of the bound species. The LDr-values for 1MCH+, 
2MC, and 2MCH+ are very similar (-0.10 to -0.15) which indicates a common binding mode 
for all of these forms. With this value, the calculated angle is 65-70° which suggests a slightly 
tilted intercalation binding mode, rather than groove binding which typically is manifested in 
positive LDr-values. The LDr of 1MC is, however, much lower (ca. -0.02) which indicates a 
binding mode with the transition dipole oriented very close to the magic angle where no LD 
can be seen. Most likely, 1MC does not intercalate but instead finds a stable environment on 
the outside of the helix. A separate binding mode for 1MC is also suggested by the dramatic 
red-shift in the absorbance observed upon binding (see Figure 5). 1MC is red-shifted by 31 
nm, whereas the corresponding number for 2MC is only 9 nm. The difference between 1MC 
and 2MC is the extra charge on 2MC from the appended quaternary aminopropyl tail. 2MC 
is in fact closely related to 3MCH+ and 4MCH+, both known to bind to DNA by 
intercalation,[9, 14] with respect to structure and charge distribution (see Scheme 1). It is 
therefore expected that they would display a similar binding mode, which is indeed observed. 
This indicates that the aminopropyl tail assists the intercalation of the phenolate part, most 
likely because it resides in close proximity to the negative backbone of DNA. Without this 
positively charged tail, the stabilization disappears and the phenolate part is further away from 
the base pairs. This may rationalize the difference in binding mode between 1MC and 2MC. 
Furthermore, protonation of 1MC to form 1MCH+ eliminates the zwitterionic character. As 
mentioned above, this will increase the affinity for more hydrophobic milieus, and it is 
therefore likely that 1MCH+ is a better suited intercalator than 1MC.  
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Conclusions 
We have synthesized two photochromic amidine substituted spiropyran derivatives (1 and 2) 
and characterized their DNA binding properties. The results show that the closed spiro form 
SP does not bind significantly to DNA, whereas the open merocyanine isomer binds in both 
its non-protonated form MC and in its protonated form MCH+, the latter being the stronger 
binder by a factor of ca. 50. It is also concluded that a single intercalative binding mode with 
binding constants of 104 – 105 M-1 is observed for the MCH+ forms. The weaker binding 
observed for the MC form of 2 is also ascribed to intercalation, whereas the corresponding 
form of 1 binds with an orientation close to the magic angle. The differences in binding 
constants and binding modes for the various species are explained by structural and charge 
distribution arguments.  
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Experimental Section 
Materials: The synthesis of 1 have been described earlier,[21] whereas the synthesis of 2 is 
outlined in the Supporting Information. To obtain absorption spectra of the pure open forms 
(MC and MCH+) the SP isomer was heated in an aqueous solution at pH 1 until the sample 
was fully converted to the MCH+ form (ca. 5 min). For MC, this was followed by 
neutralization of the pH using NaOH. All experiments with DNA were performed in aqueous 
solution contaning 10 mM NaCl buffered with 10 mM of Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 buffers set to pH 
5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, and pH 9.0. The buffers were set by mixing Na2HPO4 and NaH2PO4 in 
different ratio and the pH was adjusted by droplets of 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M HCl. Salmon-
sperm DNA (used in the titration experiments) and calf-thymus DNA (used in the LD 
measurements) were purchased from Sigma. Before spectroscopic measurments, the calf-
thymus DNA samples were dissolved in buffer sollutions (pH 6.0 and pH 7.0) and filterd 
through Minisart-GF prefilter.  
Photophysical measurements: Ground state absorption spectra were recorded on a Cary 
5000 spectrometer. LD was measured using a Chirascan LD spectropolarimeter, equipped 
with an Oxley prism to obtain linerarly polarized light, on samples oriented in an outer-
rotating Couette flow cell with 1 mm path length. Spectra were measured at a shear gradient 
of 3000 s-1 and corrected for basline contribution by subtraction of the corresponding spectra 
recorded without rotation. The photoinduced isomerization reactions were performed using a 
UVP lamp model UVGL-25 (254 nm) or a 500 W Xe lamp equipped with a hot mirror (A=1.8 
at 900 nm) to reduce IR intensity and suitable optical filters. For isomerization quantum yield 
determinations, a hand held CW SDLaser 301 at 532 nm was used (see Supporting 
Information for details). The samples were continously stirred during all irradiation processes. 
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